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                We couldn't find the page you were looking for. This is either because:

	There is an error in the URL entered into your web browser. Please check the URL and try again.
	The page you are looking for has been moved or deleted.



  You can return to our homepage by clicking here, or you can try searching for the
  content you are seeking by clicking here.


              
            
          

        

      


      

  

    


  

  



  
    
      

        

        

        
          
            
              
                
                
                  
                  [image: Meet the Hawaii 3! Marcel, Morgan and Mickey were brought to us after their breeder passed away in Hawaii. They are currently in fosters as we take care of all of their medical needs. Keep an eye out to see when they will go up for adoption! They are]
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                  [image: Meet The Duchesses of Southland Collie Rescue, 17 year old Jane and her daughter 16 year old Lila! These two beautiful collies are in need of a new family, or permanent foster to love them the rest of their royal lives! How could we turn our backs on]
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                  [image: Ollie is up for ADOPTION!!! He has finished his basic training. Now he needs his forever home! Is it with you??? Oliver is a smooth collie mix who was born on January 4, 2018 into a litter of 10.  His father was a short-haired merle collie and his mo]
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                  [image: Must be what heaven looks like! Say hi to Cooper, Benny and Cassidy! These beautiful Collies belong to Heidi Webster. 🐾❤️ Thanks for the share Heidi!  #collie #colliesofinstagram #dogsofinstagram #roughcollielife #roughcollie #petsofinstagram]
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                  [image: We have a new &ldquo;friends of Southland Collie Rescue&rdquo; to share with our collie lovers! This is Halo! He belongs to Vanessa Harris. He is a 10th generation descendent of Lassie! His great grandfather was the last acting Lassie of the Rudd/ We]
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                  [image: When you find love! Cooper is adopted!  This handsome boy will get collie nose kisses the rest of his life. We are so happy his foster mom and dad, Elizabeth and David fell in love with him. I mean how could they not?  His nickname is Tall Dark and H]
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                  [image: Meet Atticus! This beautiful Senior was just adopted into the most amazing pack. This stunning gentleman just landed in the arms of Mitch and Jeffyne Telson. They have a rule in their home. They only adopt the seniors! They don&rsquo;t care about the]
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                  [image: There&rsquo;s still time to enjoy the flowers at Fiesta Island! Bonnie and her buddies: Jenny, Katie, Bailey, and Finn. Thank you Janet Wall for sharing these gorgeous Collies! #southlandcollierescue #colliesofinstagram #collies #petsofinstagram #ado]
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                  [image: March 21, the first day of Spring, with a heavy heart Our SCR President, Sue Baldwin sent her beautiful Margaret to the Rainbow Bridge to reunite with her many human and canine friends.  She brightened Sue&rsquo;s every day.  Thank you Dana Kungl and]
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  Southland Collie Rescue 
PO Box 432, Dana Point, CA 92629|  951-789-6325  |  info.collie@gmail.com 
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